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Film growth of the well-known protein, chicken lysozyme, produced by the dry technique, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), from a compressed powder target has been investigated as a function of the target preparation
pressure. PLD is a versatile technique for fabricating high quality ﬁlms of inorganic materials, but the laser beam
will typically produce fragments of molecules in the target and subsequently in the deposited ﬁlms. We demonstrate that the pressure applied to compact the target prior to the laser irradiation is an important parameter
that determines the deposition rate as well as the extent of fragmentation of the deposited molecules. The
deposition process was carried out in vacuum using dry targets prepared with compaction pressure in the range
10–160 bar. The residual water in pockets of the lysozyme molecules drives fragments or intact lysozyme out of
the target. At the intermediate ﬂuence of 2 J/cm2, the deposition rate of the material (fragments or intact
molecules) rises from 3 to 9 ng/cm2 per shot as the compaction pressure increases from 10 to 160 bar. However,
the number of intact molecules falls down by almost two orders of magnitude in the same pressure range. This is
explained by a stronger cohesion of the target material prepared at higher compression pressure, such that more
energy and thus a higher temperature are required for the onset of material ejection. At the highest compression
pressure, it means that no intact molecules survive the ejection. The results indicate that there is a pressure range
where both a reasonable deposition rate and a considerable fraction of intact molecules in the ﬁlms can be
achieved. These experimental observations are consistent with the results of coarse-grained molecular dynamics
simulations, where the fraction of intact lysozyme molecules is observed to vanish as the maximum temperature
in the irradiated target increases.

1. Introduction
The deposition of organic materials by laser-assisted methods has
become increasingly important for fabrication of thin ﬁlms of polymers
and biomaterials [1–7]. Direct laser-based deposition methods, such as
pulsed laser deposition (PLD), have the advantage of not involving any
solvent-solute or solute-substrate interactions, which play a signiﬁcant
role in other important deposition methods such as Langmuir-Blodgett
and Langmuir-Schaefer deposition techniques [8,9]. On the other hand,
the laser-beam interaction with organic molecules can destroy the
molecules in the target and produce ﬁlms with a large fraction of
fragments rather than intact molecules [1,5,10–13]. Any application of
PLD of organic ﬁlms requires knowledge of the number of intact

⁎

molecules in the ﬁlms. If this number is suﬃciently high one may expect exploitation of active units of organic-inorganic interfaces as
constituents of hybrid devices and for the development of heterostructures with unprecedented electric, magnetic and optical properties
[14–16]. As discussed below, the fragmentation rate of the molecules in
the ﬁlm strongly depends on the initial target powder compression
pressure.
The common laser-assisted technique for depositing organic materials as thin ﬁlms in vacuum is matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation
(MAPLE), in which the ﬁlm material is dissolved in a volatile, frozen
matrix [1,17]. The matrix is supposed to absorb laser light and to
protect the ﬁlm molecules from decomposition during laser irradiation.
Once the laser beam strikes the target, the matrix material at the point
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decomposition rate strongly depend on the initial target powder compression pressure, we performed an additional quantitative investigation of the eﬀect of the pressure, reported in the present paper. The
fraction of intact molecules in ﬁlms was measured as it is an important
quantity that deﬁnes the functional behavior of the ﬁlm. To our
knowledge this is the ﬁrst study focused on the eﬀect of the target
preparation pressure in PLD of organic materials.

of the laser beam impact is vaporized in an explosive manner and
pumped away, while the less volatile ﬁlm material is collected on a
suitable substrate. The conditions for the matrix-free deposition are
rarely completely fulﬁlled, but the method works, and a large variety of
ﬁlms of organic molecules have been produced [17], e.g. ultrastable
polymer glasses which could not be produced by other methods [18]. A
special advantage of the MAPLE technique is that only a small amount
of the ﬁlm material in the target is consumed by the deposition process,
typically 0.5–2% of the frozen target [17,19], which enables precise
control over the average thickness of the deposited ﬁlms.
The main drawback of the MAPLE technique is that even though the
substrate is kept in a dry environment, it is far from being a
UHV–technique for deposition. During the laser irradiation of the volatile frozen matrix, the pressure increases usually more than two orders of magnitude. The vaporization of a water ice matrix or organic
volatile matrices, such as chloroform or toluene, is certainly not compatible with UHV. Any accurate design and fabrication of organic/inorganic heterostructure systems require matrix-free targets or at least a
strongly reduced evaporation from a matrix, which can be diﬃcult to
achieve [20]. Another drawback of the MAPLE technique is that large
chunks of the matrix with embedded ﬁlm molecules can be transferred
to the substrate, resulting in non-uniform coverage featuring complex
surface structures resembling deﬂated balloons and collapsed pipes
[21,22].
In the present work, we deposited ﬁlms by PLD, i.e. irradiating a
target of pressed chicken egg white lysozyme powder in a holder
without the addition of any matrix. The deposition was performed directly in vacuum with ns-pulses at 355 nm, in a manner similar to
earlier work with PLD on lysozyme [5–7,23,24]. Lysozyme is useful as a
model protein for deposition in vacuum, since its properties and
structure are well-known [5], it is not too heavy (14,307 amu), and the
bioactivity can be tested before and after the deposition. Lysozyme is a
bactericidal protein [25], but, on the other hand, it also forms harmful
layers on artiﬁcial surfaces in the human body after denaturation [26].
The ejection mechanism of lysozyme molecules or fragments from a
pressed, dry lysozyme target during laser irradiation was investigated
by coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for a lysozyme-water system [5]. It was found that ablation from a pure lysozyme
system was possible, but that no intact lysozyme molecules were
ejected by such a PLD process. The fragmentation processes that drive
the ablation simultaneously split all lysozyme molecules into fragments.
Surprisingly, however, the MD simulations predict that a minor fraction
of water embedded in the lysozyme molecules is capable of driving the
ablation process in which intact lysozyme molecules can reach the
substrate. In fact, a narrow window of ﬂuences that can lead to the
transfer of intact lysozyme molecules to a substrate appears at a water
concentration as low as 5 wt%, and this window expands with increasing concentration of water. The conclusion from this study is that
“pulsed laser deposition” of intact lysozyme molecules is actually a
MAPLE-like process, with residual water from internal pockets serving
the role of a matrix, rather than a strict PLD-process [5]. The process is
actually referred to as “inverse MAPLE” in Ref. [5], since the ratio of the
deposited material to the “matrix” in the target can be as high as 10:1
instead of the typical 1:100 in the conventional MAPLE. In order to
avoid confusion with the conventional MAPLE, however, in this paper
we will refer to the ﬁlm deposition through the direct irradiation of a
“dry” lysozyme target as “PLD.”
Most of our earlier results for lysozyme deposition have been obtained for the same PLD geometry as described below and with a laser
ﬂuence in the range of a few J/cm2 at a wavelength of 355 nm [5–7,24].
The surface morphology was studied as well, and it turned out that the
surface of the ﬁlms was covered with micrometer-size grains for PLD
performed at a ﬂuence of 2 J/cm2, although the dependence on the
target compression pressure was not investigated in these studies
[6,7,24].
Since it turned out that the results for the deposition and the

2. Experimental section
The experimental setup consists of a Nd:YAG laser beam directed at
an angle of 45° with respect to normal onto a target located in a vacuum
chamber with a base pressure of 5 × 10−5 mbar. The laser operates at
355 nm with a pulse duration of about 6 ns and a ﬂuence of ~2 J/cm2.
The laser beam was focused on the target on an area of 0.017 cm2, and a
repetition rate of 2 Hz was used. The wavelength of the laser is well
above the absorption threshold of the lysozyme molecules in an aqueous solution, i.e. 310 nm, but, nevertheless, pressed dry lysozyme does
absorb laser light well at this wavelength [25].
The substrate was positioned at a distance of 60 mm and was either
the silver electrode of a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) or a Si
〈100〉 substrate of an area of 7 × 7 mm2. The quartz crystal electrode
has a circular 6-mm diameter sensor area, and the accuracy of the deposition measurements is ~1.29 × 1016 amu/cm2 [27]. Typically, a
deposition measurement with the quartz crystal microbalance was
carried out for 400–600 shots. As described below, the target was a
freshly pressed chicken egg white lysozyme from Sigma Aldrich with
molecular weight of 14,307 Da (amu). The target cup had an internal
diameter of 17.3 mm and a depth of 7.3 mm. The laser beam was rastered across the target powder to minimize the drilling of holes, and the
target was rotated in all the experiments.
The target was prepared by putting fresh lysozyme powder into the
target holder, until it was completely ﬁlled up (see Fig. 1). The pressing
cap on the target holder was then pressed with the screw vice until the
desired load was reached. If the powder volume was reduced, additional powder was ﬁlled into the holder and the same pressure applied
again. The pressure was monitored with a calibrated load sensor
FUTEK, model LLB400, and the density ρ was found to increase linearly
with pressure p:

ρ (g/cm3) = 0.59 + 1.64 × 10−3 p (bar).
After the ﬁlling to the desired pressure was completed, the target
holder was inserted in the vacuum chamber. The value of 0.59 g/cm3
corresponds to lysozyme powder without any external (compression)
pressure.
During the initial experiments, the target surface was kept in a
vertical position similar to standard PLD experiments. However, such a
target inclination had the unexpected eﬀect that large mm-size chunks
fell out of the target when the compression pressure was below 20 bar.
Thus, the heating and the subsequent evaporation pressure induced by
the laser heating were suﬃcient to drive loosely bound chunks out of
the target. The results presented here are all from target holders oriented with an inclination of 45° to the vertical plane.
The quantitative MALDI (Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption
Ionization) analysis was performed on a commercial MALDI TOF-MS
system (Bruker Reﬂex IV MALDI-TOF) equipped with a nitrogen laser
(λ = 337 nm, 3 ns pulse length). The sample preparation was performed according to the procedure described in Ref. [6]: a matrix solution was prepared by mixing 70 mg sinapinic acid with 2 ml acetonitrile and 1 ml water with 0.1% triﬂuoroacetic acid (TFA). A drop of
0.5 μl solution was poured onto the lysozyme ﬁlm, then the sample was
transferred onto a MALDI plate and left to dry in vacuum prior to the
analysis. Each MALDI spectrum was averaged over 2000 laser shots.
The spectra were recorded with the linear TOF in positive ion mode.
The quantitative analysis was carried out in exactly the same way
for all values of the compression pressure. The background was
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a compression device for target and holder.

subtracted, the same beam setting and number of pulses from the nitrogen laser for the MALDI system were used. Except for the doubly
charged ions, there was no structure in the MALDI spectra [5,6], which
is in complete agreement with the inverse-MAPLE mechanism proposed
in Ref. 5. All MALDI samples were prepared with the same matrix and
the same thickness, and the only parameter that was varied, was the
preparation pressure of the lysozyme powder of the PLD target.
3. Experimental results
The decrease of the resonance frequency of the QCM during ﬁlm
deposition as a function of the number of pulses is shown in Fig. 2. Each
curve has been produced with a fresh load of lysozyme in the target
holder. One notes that the slope for all curves decreases with an increasing number of pulses, as also reported in Ref. [7], which reﬂects
the modiﬁcation of the lysozyme surface during the ﬁrst 100 pulses. All
frequency curves reported in previous articles by the present authors
have been recorded for a pressure of 62.5 bar corresponding to a deposition of 6.6 ng/cm2 of fragments or intact lysozyme molecules
[5–7,24].
The deposition rate as a function of preparation pressure in the
range from 8.2 bar up to 132 bar is shown in Fig. 3. Essentially, the
deposition rate is increasing monotonically from 2.9 ng/cm2 at the

Fig. 3. The lysozyme deposition rate per pulse as a function of compression
pressure used in the target preparation. The deposited material can contain
both intact lysozyme molecules and molecular fragments. The vertical line
marks the pressure value of 62.5 bar used in previous studies reported in Refs.
[5–7, 24]. The error bar indicates a representative value of the scattering of the
data [5].

lowest pressure up to 8.9 ng/cm2 at the highest pressure. The target was
mounted with an inclination of 45°, such that the lysozyme did not fall
out during the laser irradiation. At the lowest pressure, however, a
substantial part (up to a one-half) of the ablated lysozyme was ejected
in chunks which could be collected on a horizontally placed plate below
the target.
One important point of consideration is the “survival rate” of the
lysozyme molecules at high compression pressure. The MALDI peak of
lysozyme molecules with the mass centered at (14,307 + 1) Da/charge
corresponding to a protonated lysozyme molecule is depicted as a
function of the preparation pressure in Fig. 4. Obviously, there is no
signiﬁcant fraction of intact lysozyme molecules at a pressure much
above 85 bar. This is demonstrated as well with Fig. 5, in which the area
below the peak is plotted for the same values of the preparation pressure as in Fig. 4. At the highest pressure, there are practically no intact
molecules transferred to the substrate. The resolution of the measurements (full width at half maximum) is 160 amu, and no features in the
spectrum are observed except for a small, unidentiﬁed shoulder at
14470 amu. Below the mass range of the main peak at around
14,308 amu shown in Fig. 4, there is a featureless spectrum of broken
lysozyme molecules except for the small peak of doubly charged lysozyme molecules mentioned earlier.

Fig. 2. The decrease in the frequency of the quartz crystal monitor (QCM) as a
function of the number of laser pulses, shown for lysozyme targets prepared
with diﬀerent values the compression pressure. The decrease of the frequency
corresponds to an increase of the thickness of the lysozyme ﬁlm (see text). The
targets used in earlier publications [5–7,24] were prepared with a pressure of
62.5 bar.
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are thus quite porous, and the compression in the present experiment is
not expected to induce any molecular fragmentation or conformational
changes of the individual molecules. Rather, the compression is likely
to reduce/reshape the air and water pockets and increase the internal
cohesion in the target.
The ablation under the experimental conditions used in this work
has clearly photothermal rather than photomechanical nature. This was
demonstrated by irradiating a dry lysozyme layer of thickness 100 μm
between two quartz windows with a low pulse energy. The lysozyme
becomes immediately brown and discolored. At the same time, this
experiment also provides us with a penetration depth for the laser light
of the order of 30 μm. The relatively small penetration depth indicates
that the laser light is eﬃciently absorbed in the lysozyme target. Since
lysozyme in an aqueous solution does not absorb light at 355 nm [30],
the absorption is assisted by defects of microcrystals in the powder and
subsequently by fragments of the lysozyme.
The simulations reported in Ref. [5] demonstrate that the ejection of
intact lysozyme molecules is only possible when the main driving force
responsible for the material ejection is the vaporization of water
pockets and rapid expansion of water vapor rather than release of the
volatile products of thermal decomposition of lysozyme molecules. Indeed, while the release of volatile fragments can lead to the ablation of
dry lysozyme target, the simulations predict that no intact lysozyme
molecules can survive the ejection process in this case due to the high
temperature and extensive pyrolytic decomposition of the molecules.
The onset of the explosive vaporization of water, on the other hand, is
initiated at lower temperatures, when the molecular decomposition can
still be limited or even completely avoided. To illustrate this computational prediction, the maximum values of temperature reached in the
top 30-nm-thick surface region of anirradiated lysozyme target containing 10 wt% of residual water are plotted as a function of laser ﬂuence in Fig. 6. It has been established for the model system used in the
simulations [5] that the time required for thermally-activated scission
of 5% of the chemical bonds in a pure lysozyme material drops from
~14 ns at a temperature of 2900 K down to ~400 ps at a temperature of
3700 K. The presence of water, however, enables ablation under conditions where the maximum temperature is still not high enough for
thermal decomposition of all lysozyme molecules ejected in the ablation process. As a result, there exists a window of ﬂuence (marked by
gray background color in Fig. 6) that can yield the ejection and

Fig. 4. MALDI signal in the vicinity of the molecular weight of an intact lysozyme molecule, 14,307 Da, measured for ﬁlms produced from targets prepared
with diﬀerent compression pressure.

Fig. 5. Integrated signal of intact lysozyme molecules evaluated for the molecular mass interval shown in Fig. 4. The values are normalized by the number of
intact molecules obtained for the lowest compression pressure. The error bar
indicates a representative value of the scattering of the data [5].

4. Discussion
The inﬂuence of the target preparation pressure on the PLD process
has only been discussed few times. The compression pressure of targets
for PLD is occasionally mentioned, in particular for comparisons between MAPLE and PLD for organic materials [3,4]. In one single case,
Smausz et al. explored the inﬂuence of the target preparation pressure
on the surface roughness parameter in ﬁlms of bioceramic materials
from human teeth [28]. They found that the roughness increased up to
a factor of 1.5 when the pressure was increased from 1.5 kbar to
4.5 kbar. This pressure range is substantially higher than the one used
in the present study, and we have merely investigated the surface
morphology for our standard pressure at 62.5 bar [7].
An important point for the discussion is the direct inﬂuence of the
pressure on the material properties of lysozyme powder. The density of
our target is 0.73 g/cm3 at 82.3 bar, compared with 1.237 g/cm3 of
lysozyme crystals [29]. The fractional volume change reported for lysozyme crystals is 0.037 for a compression of 1.01 kbar, and any intramolecular structural changes between a pressure of 1 bar and
1000 bar are insigniﬁcant [29]. For our targets, the fractional volume
reduction is 0.171 for a compression from 82 bar to 165 bar. Our targets

Fig. 6. The maximum values of temperature reached in the top 30-nm-thick
surface region of an irradiated lysozyme target containing 10 wt% of residual
water as a function of laser ﬂuence predicted in coarse-grained MD simulations
[5]. A range of ﬂuences between the thresholds for ablation and decomposition
of all lysozyme molecules is highlighted by gray background color. The irradiation at ﬂuences within this range can produce the ejection and deposition of
intact molecules.
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deposition of intact lysozyme molecules.
Note that direct quantitative matching of threshold ﬂuences required for the ablation of thin lysozyme ﬁlms considered in the simulations and the bulk targets used in experiments is not possible. Even
though the experimental values of heat capacities of water and lysozyme are reproduced by the coarse-grained MD model, and the experimental value of the optical penetration depth is used in the simulations [5], a number of other factors may lead to a substantial
overestimation of the threshold ﬂuences required for the onset of ablation and active molecular decomposition in the simulations. These
factors include a higher density of the simulated targets, 1.55–1.83 g/
cm3 versus 0.60–0.93 g/cm3 of the experimental samples, resulting in a
stronger cohesion of the targets and smaller energy deposited per molecule at the same laser ﬂuence and penetration depth. Moreover, the
laser damage accumulation in the multi-pulse irradiation regime used
in the experiments and a variety of alternative low-activation-energy
bond breaking mechanisms that are not accounted for in the simulations may further reduce the experimental ﬂuence thresholds. Nevertheless, at a qualitative level, the computational prediction on the existence of a window of ﬂuences where the ejection and deposition of
intact lysozyme molecules is possible can still be used in interpretation
of the experimental observations.
The increase of target preparation pressure is likely to produce a
more cohesive target capable of sustaining higher internal pressure. It
means that the laser must supply more energy and, thereby, higher
temperature and pressure in order to cause the collective material
ejection. The higher temperature and pressure again lead to a signiﬁcantly higher deposition rate measured by the weight enhancement
on the substrate, i.e., the electrode of the QCM, Fig. 3. However, as seen
from the MALDI measurements in Figs. 4 and 5, the number of intact
molecules transferred to the substrate falls oﬀ by almost two orders of
magnitude within the same pressure interval. The lysozyme molecules
are presumably destroyed early in the ablation process by the high
laser-induced pressure and temperature and not by the preparation
pressure itself.
While there is an intuitive correlation between the laser ﬂuence and
maximum temperature reached in the target, the connection between
the target compression pressure and temperature is less apparent. It can
be expected, however, that the targets with increased pressure-induced
cohesion of the lysozyme powder would require higher laser energy
deposition and correspondingly higher values of temperature to trigger
the ablation onset. Thus, while all targets are irradiated at the same
incident laser ﬂuence, it is reasonable to expect that the ablation starts
earlier during the 6 ns laser irradiation for targets prepared at lower
compressive pressure, and the cooling associated with material disintegration partially oﬀsets the laser heating. As a result, the maximum
values of temperature generated by the laser pulse can be reduced for
the less cohesive targets down to the levels where the molecular decomposition is partially suppressed or completely avoided.

per shot within a pressure range from 10 bar to 160 bar. However, the
number of intact molecules falls oﬀ by almost two orders of magnitude
within the same pressure range. At a high compression pressure, the
cohesion of the target powder is high, and a high temperature is needed
for material ejection. This high temperature leads to an almost complete fragmentation of the lysozyme molecules in the ablation process.
The implication for the ﬁlm deposition is that the ﬁlms with most
intact molecules should be produced with targets compressed at a
pressure below 40 bar, but the pressure should also be high enough for
preventing drop-out of chunks from the target holder, i.e., larger than
about 40 bar for the lysozyme powder. A good compromise for functional ﬁlms is thus a compression pressure in the range from 30 to
60 bar.
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5. Conclusion
The preparation pressure of an organic target plays an important
role in determining the ﬁlm deposition rate and the relative number of
intact molecules. We have investigated the variation of the deposition
rate for the protein, lysozyme, with a QCM and quantitative MALDI. At
an intermediate ﬂuence of 2 J/cm2, the deposition rate of the material
(molecular fragments and/or intact molecules) rises from 3 to 9 ng/cm2
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